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The modern workplace commingles web access for business purposes with personal needs. But every pageview 
exposes an organization’s infrastructure and critical data to threats and abuse. Despite significant investments in 
traditional web security solutions, corporate networks remain susceptible to phishing and ransomware attacks and 
inadvertent or unscrupulous user behavior.

The web without risk or compromise 
Risky Web Link Isolation enables browsing through an isolated, cloud-delivered browsing environment. The solution 
provides IT with centralized visibility and fine-tuned control of untrusted web access and users’ data transfer actions.

Risky Web Link Isolation leverages an API in the Silo Web Isolation Platform. The solation API enables select URLs 
to be redirected from an organization’s security gateway and policies to be applied, including the ability to specify 
data transfer controls based on context. The isolated sessions take place transparently within a tab of the user’s local 
browser.
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Silo by Authentic8 separates the things you care about like apps, data and devices from the things you 
can’t trust like external websites, users and unmanaged devices. With a cloud-native platform, full isolation 
and complete policy and audit control, Silo enables full use of the web without risk of exploit, data leak or 
resource misuse.
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Features and benefits
Risky Web Link Isolation securely enable access to untrusted web resources.

Eliminate your attack surface to web-borne malware when browsing

• Safely “say yes” to user productivity by directing uncategorized, malicious or suspicious web links identified by 
your security infrastructure into isolation

• Achieve zero-risk browsing by accepting zero web code onto your devices or networks

Prevent data loss and leakage by enforcing data transfer policies when accessing risky links

• Restrict actions such as copy/paste and up/download to limit data leakage due to human error or carelessness

• Protect against bad actors preying on unsuspecting users with malicious code intended to steal critical data

Insert isolation and control where, when and how you want

• Embed into existing security gateways and selectively isolate risky or unknown links

• Isolate access to defined browsing categories such as social media, webmail and more

Leverage cloud scale and simplicity

• Deliver isolated pages to users seamlessly in a tab within their existing local browser — no software downloads 
required

• Easily add or delete users thanks to flexible capacity

The Silo Web Isolation Platform is built, monitored and maintained to access and safeguard the most 
sensitive organization data. Certifications include:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/authentic8/
https://www.g2.com/products/silo-by-authentic8/reviews
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/security-threat-intelligence-services/vendor/authentic8/product/silo-for-research

